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ENCORE MELAKA THEATRE
Hitting all the right notes with COLORBOND®
A dream project of Datuk Wira Boo Kuang
Loon, CEO of Yong Tai Berhad, a tourism
and cultural-related property developer,
Encore Melaka Theatre is the state’s latest
landmark as well as its biggest and most
compelling tourist venue.
Designed by chief architect Wang Ge
from Beijing Institute of Architectural
Design (BIAD) and developed by PTS
Impression Sdn Bhd, a member of Yong
Tai, Encore Melaka Theatre is sited on
10ha of land that overlooks the scenic
water of Straits of Melaka. The theatre
is the centrepiece of Impression City,
a multi-billion ringgit integrated mixed
development in Kota Laksamana.
DESIGNING FOR HISTORY
Encore Melaka Theatre is the 10th
installation of the Impression Series,
a series of spectacular world-class
performances blending light, shadow,
music, dance, folklore and history, sets
amidst breathtaking natural landscapes.
A world-class performance needs a world
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class venue to ensure that audiences’
experience is a memorable one – and
thus birthed the idea of Encore Melaka
Theatre.
Built at the cost of RM200 million,
the 2007-seat theatre is touted to be
the largest permanent show theatre in
South East Asia. It features innovative
and stunning video projection mapping
including multi-stage hydraulic sets,
advanced lighting and a 360-degree
rotating audience platform that
faces 4 different performance stages.
Combining these elements with 200
local performers created an enthralling
70-min live production, showcasing the
history of Melaka’s heritage and culture.
Aside from the theatre building, there
are three ancillary buildings that provide
support services namely a 78-room hostel
for the performers, visitor carparks, an
administration office with a multi-purpose
hall and VIP Lounge.
The construction of Encore Melaka
Theatre began on 5th December 2016 and

DESIGNING FOR HISTORY:
ENCORE MELAKA THEATRE

COLORBOND® by NS BlueScope Malaysia
SWISSMA® DOPPLEWELT® by
Swissma Building Technologies Sdn Bhd
CONCEPT & DESIGN:
Beijing Institute of Architectural Design
(BIAD)
ARCHITECT:
Asima Architects Sdn Bhd
completed on 30th June 2018. The majestic
29,000m2 theatre is designed as a simple
yet sophisticated modern structure in
white and blue, which reflects the multiethnicity and cultural diversity of Melaka.
Guests are welcomed by an organic canopy
entrance leading to a blue foyer – the main
façade – covered with white porcelain
tiles. Different shades of blue are used as a
metaphor for Melaka’s multiculturalism.
Appointed as the local submitting

architects and contract administrator for
the project, Asima Architects Sdn Bhd’s
major concern lies not just to get the roof
up in time but with right roofing profile and
roofing building material. Asima Architects
explains that “the biggest challenge for
the theatre was the very tight deadline,
which was the date of opening night. Our
main challenge with the roof installation
was to water-tight the theatre so that the
stage designers could commence with their
construction.”
Added consideration includes
environmental factor, with the theatre
located right next to the sea and constant
exposure to strong wind and torrential
rain, which can affect the performance of
the roof in the long-run. Given the required
large area of the roof of approximately
8,870m2, it is also important to ensure that
the rain water can be drained quickly and
does not leak through the profile especially
at the overlapped areas.
For Asima Architects, the roofing
profile of choice is Swissma® Dopplewelt®
Standing Seam with 38mm seam height
from Swissma Building Technologies. Aside
from overcoming the concerns of harsh
weather conditions, the profile is able to
cater to the wind load even at a low pitch
of 3 degrees that fulfilled the design vision
for the roof to be as low as possible so that
it is not visible above the façade line.
Completed in three months, the metal
roof is rolled in the factory and installed
piece by piece at site. Further, with the
acoustic requirement for the roof is STC-

50, the acoustic insulations need to be
installed prior to laying the metal decking
– all of which were done concurrently by 2
teams.
In addressing various construction
concerns and consideration, deciding
on the roofing profile building material
proved least challenging as the ideal choice
is COLORBOND® Ultra by NS BlueScope
Malaysia for a host of reasons.
For starters, COLORBOND® Ultra is
designed for buildings to last longer, with
an excellent protection against severe
environmental and/or weather conditions,
inland or coastal. As Asima Architect
elaborates, COLORBOND® Ultra is a perfect
match for Encore Melaka Theatre that
since “the theatre is located right next
to the sea, all the finishes will have to

withstand the salt content corrosion and
does not fade.”
Whatever the environment, durability
is the hallmark of NS BlueScope’s flagship
product because COLORBOND® Ultra
consists an AZ200 coating class or a
minimum 200g/m2 of aluminium/zinc
coating by triple spot test. With the higher
metallic coating mass and the custom
formulated super polyester paint system, it
is the most cost-effective building material
available for harsh environment.
Durability and superior corrosion
resistance aside, other criteria for Asima
Architects’ selection of COLORBOND® Ultra
is aesthetics, specifically colour range, and
the choice is Enduring White to match the
overall white porcelain façade cladding of
Encore Melaka Theatre.
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